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Problem Description: It should be well known that processors are outstripping memory performance: specifically that memory
latencies are not improving as fast as processor cycle time or IPC or memory bandwidth.
Thought experiment: imagine that a cache miss takes 10000 cycles to execute. For such a processor instruction level
parallelism is useless, because most of the time is spent waiting for memory. Branch prediction is also less effective, since most
branches can be determined with data already in registers or in the cache; branch prediction only helps for branches which depend on
outstanding cache misses.
At the same time, pressures for reduced power consumption mount.
Given such trends, some computer architects in industry (although not Intel EPIC) are talking seriously about retreating from
out-of-order superscalar processor architecture, and instead building simpler, faster, dumber, 1-wide in-order processors with high
degrees of speculation. Sometimes this is proposed in combination with multiprocessing and multithreading: tolerate long memory
latencies by switching to other processes or threads.
I propose something different: build narrow fast machines but use intelligent logic inside the CPU to increase the number of
outstanding cache misses that can be generated from a single program.
Solution: First, change the mindset: MLP, Memory Level Parallelism, is what matters, not ILP, Instruction Level
Parallelism.
By MLP I mean simply the number of outstanding cache misses that can be generated (by a single thread, task, or program)
and executed in an overlapped manner. It does not matter what sort of execution engine generates the multiple outstanding cache
misses. An out-of-order superscalar ILP CPU may generate multiple outstanding cache misses, but 1-wide processors can be just as
effective.
Change the metrics: total execution time remains the overall goal, but instead of reporting IPC as an approximation to this, we
must report MLP. Limit studies should be in terms of total number of non-overlapped cache misses on critical path.
Now do the research: Many present-day hot topics in computer architecture help ILP, but do not help MLP. As mentioned
above, predicting branch directions for branches that can be determined from data already in the cache or in registers does not help
MLP for extremely long latencies. Similarly, prefetching of data cache misses for array processing codes does not help MLP – it just
moves it around.
Instead, investigate microarchitectures that help MLP:
(0)
Trivial case – explicit multithreading, like SMT.
(1)
Slightly less trivial case – implicitly multithread single programs, either by compiler software on an MT machine, or by a
hybrid, such as Wisconsin Multiscalar, or entirely in hardware, as in Intel’s Dynamic Multi-Threading.
(2)
Build 1-wide processors that are as fast as possible: use circuit tricks, as well as logic tricks such as redundant encoding
for numeric computation and memory addressing.
(3)
Allow the hardware dynamic scheduling mechanisms to use sequential algorithms implemented by this narrow, fast,
processor, rather than limiting it to parallel algorithms implementable in associative logic.
(4)
Build very large instruction windows allowing speculation tens of thousands of instructions ahead. Avoid circuit speed
issues by caching the instruction window. Remove small arbitrary limits on the number of cache misses outstanding allowed.
(5)
Further reduce the cost of very large instruction windows by throwing away anything that can be recomputed based on
data in registers or cache.
(6)
Don’t stall speculation because the oldest instruction in the machine is a cache miss. Let the front of the machine continue
executing branches, forgetting data dependent on cache misses.
(7)
Parallelize linked data structure traversals by building skip lists in hardware – converting sequential data structures into
parallel ones. Store these extra skip pointers in main memory.
Call such a processor microarchitecture a “super-non-blocking” microarchitecture.
Justification: The processor/memory trend is well known. Theoretically optimal cache studies show only limited headroom.
Barring a revolution in memory technology, the Memory Wall is real, and getting closer. Multithreading and multiprocessing have
some hope of tolerating memory latency, but only if there are parallel workloads. If single thread performance is still an issue, the only
potentially MLP enhancing technologies are what I describe here, or data value prediction – and data value prediction seems to only do
well for stuff that fits in the cache.
“Super-non-blocking” processors extends dynamic, out-of-order, execution to maximize MLP, but simplifies it by discarding
superscalar ILP as unnecessary.

